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ABSTRACT 
An n x n complex matrix A is termed Re-positive definite (Re-pd) if the real 
part of X*&Y is positive for every nonzero complex n-vector x. This paper is 
concerned with constructing complex Re-pd matrices and solving the following matrix 
inverse problem: Given complex matrices X and B. find the set of all complex Re-pd 
matrices A such that AX = B. 
Throughout this paper, we denote the complex n-vector space by C”, the 
space of n x m complex matrices by C”’ m, the set of all matrices in C”’ “’ 
with rank r by CFXm, the conjugate transpose of a complex matrix A by A*, 
the Hermitian part of a complex square matrix A by H(A), the real part of a 
complex number b by Re[b], the n X n identity matrix by I,. 
DEFINITION 1. A E CnX” is termed Re-positive definite (Re-pd) if 
Re[ x*Ax] > 0 for every nonzero x in C “. The set of all Re-pd matrices in 
Cnx” is denoted by D”. 
It is worth noting that a complex matrix is Re-pd if and only if it is a 
strictly accretive linear operator in the sense of Kato [4, p. 2811. 
Some theoretical results concerning the Re-pd matrices were obtained in 
[II, [31, ]51, and [Sl. 
First we present a criterion for Re-pdness and a method for constructing 
Re-pd matrices. Then we come to our main purpose: presenting a necessary 
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and sufficient condition for the set @ = {A E ]rY 1 AX - R) (for given X E 
(; n x I,# and B E Cnx”‘, n > m > 1) to be nonempty, and constructing the set 
S’ explicitly when it is nonempty. 
To begin with, we introduce the following known lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. A E D” if and only if H( A) is positive defnite ( pd). 
LEMMA 2. Let a Hermitian matrix A he partitioned as 
A,, 42 
A= A+ I 1 12 A22 ’ 
where A,, and A,, are Hermitian submatrices. Then A is pd if and only if A,, 
and A,, - Al2 A&‘AT, are pd. 
Now we present a fundamental theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E C”’ n be partitioned as 
A,, 42 
A= A 
[ 1 21 A22 ’ 
where Aii E CniXni (i = 1,2), n, + n2 = n. Then A is Re-pd if and only if 
both A, and 
are Re-pd. 
Proof. For convenience, denote (A,, + AT,)/2, (A,, + A&)/2, and 
( A, + AZ,)/2 by B,,, B,, , and B,, , respectively. In addition, put A:, = 
A - B B-‘B* and B” = B 
CiLarly, % zy1 >‘“= BP,, 
- B,, BG’B& when B,, is nonsingular. 
H?A,,) ‘-I B,,, and 
4, B,2 
H(A) = B;, 
[ 1 B . 22 
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By Lemmas 1 and 2, A is Re-pd if and only if H(A) is pd, if and only if both 
B, and BP, are pd, if and only if both A,, and A;, are Re-pd. ??
COROLLARY 1. Let A E Cnx” be partitioned as 
A 
A= 
n-1 a” 
[ 1 4 a”” ’ 
where A,_, E C(n-‘)x(“-l), a,,, LY, E Cn-‘, an,, E C’. Then A is Re-pd if 
and only if Re[a,,] > 0 and 
A,-, - 
(a, + ~)(a, + a,)* 
4Re[a,, 1 
is Re-pd. 
Based upon Corollary 1, one can construct a complex Re-pd matrix easily. 
In fact, using the data in any given matrix 
B= 
b 11 I b2 I 
I 
I 
_--+----~ I 
Pi? ; bz ; 
---T----l 
i b, 
I 
I 
E C"X", 
. I 
---------------+-__ 
P,* nn 1 b 
where b, and & E Ck-’ (k = 2,. . ., n) and Re[b,,l > 0 (k = 1,. . , n), 
one can construct a complex Re-pd matrix A = A, by the following iteration 
steps, which require 2n3/3 + O(n’) multiplications and di visions of real 
numbers: 
A, = [b,,] E Cl”, 
A 
(h + P,c)(bk + &I* i b  
A, = 
k-l + 
4Re[bk, ] I k 
’ I 
E CkXk, k =2,...,n 
--------------_---______&___ 
Pk* ; bkk 
Now we turn to consider the abovementioned inverse problem of the 
complex matrix equation AX = B. It is clear, in the case of X E Cl’ n and 
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B E C’lXn, that there exists a unique solution A = BX-’ to that inverse 
problem if and only if BX-’ = X~‘*(X*B)X-‘z or equivalently X*13, is 
Re-pd. So we shall suppose in what follows that n > t71 > 1, X E C:,:” “I, and 
B E cnXrn. 
LEMMA 3. For any PECiX”, put x’=PX, B=P-‘*B, A= 
P~‘*AP-‘,~={A~D_“I~=B~.T~en~isnone~~~ty~andonly~~is 
nonempty, and ti = P*zfP = (P*AP( A E&} when S’ is nonempty. 
Proof. It suffice_s_to npte the equivalence of the complex matrix equa- 
tions AX = B and AX = B as well as the equivalence of the Re-pdness of A 
and A by virtue of the nonsingularity of the transformation matrix P. ??
By Lemma 3, our inverse problem may be reduced to considering to the 
set 
where B, E C(“--m)X”~ and B, E Cr’rX’rr. 
THEOREM 2. The set .a$ is nonempty ij-and only if B, is Re-pd. When B, 
is Re-pd, one has 
D + (4 + F*)(B, + B;)-‘(F + B:) ; B 
do = 2 1 
_____-------------------------A--- 
F ’ 1 ;4 
D E  D”-“, F E c”tx’“-‘“’ I 
Proof. If there exists A,, E s$, then 
[o Im]A,[;] = [O zm][;j =I& 
is Re-pd by Theorem 1. 
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If B, is Re-pd, one can see without difficulty that the formula for H,, in 
this theorem is valid by Theorem 1. It follows that J+, is nonempty if B, is 
Re-pd. ??
Furthermore, we consider the set 
where X,, B, E C(n-m)Xnl, X, E CnTxm, and B, E C”lx’lI. 
THEOREM 3. The set s’~ is nonempty if and only if U = XTB, + X:B, is 
Re-pd. When U is Re-pd, one has 
(B, + F*)(U + U*)-‘(F + B:) B 
1 P 
D of D”-“1, F E C,,tx(n-_,,I) 
where 
P= 
[ 
I,-* -x,x,’ 1 n xt, 0 x,l ECn 
Proof. In fact, 
P-l= [“am :~],.Jz=P[~:] = [:I, and ti=P-l*[J = [:I. 
So this theorem follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 2. ??
Finally, we present the following 
THEOREM 4. The set & of all Re-pd solutions to the inverse problem of 
the complex matrix equation AX = B, where X E C,:” m, B E C n ’ “‘, and 
n > m 2 1, is nonempty if and only if X*B is Reptl. When X*B is Ruprl. 
one has 
(B, + F*)( X*B + B*X) -‘( F f B;) 
where P,, is any n x n real permutation matrix such that 
pox = *, 
[ I x and X, E C,yl’ x “’ , 2 
and 
p = [ “dVL -zT’]. P,B = [ ::I, and B, E C(n-“L)Xr’L 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that the conclusions of this theorem 
follow from Lemma 3 and Theorem 3 as well as the fact that 
X:B, + X,*B, = ( PoX)*PoB = X*B, 
in virtue of the orthogonality of PO. ??
REMARKS. It goes without saying that our results in this paper (except 
for the operations count) are true for real positive definite (not necessarily 
symmetric) matrices. These results generalize those in [2] (m = 1, A is real 
symmetric pd) and in [7] (n > m > 1, A is Hermitian pd). 
The author is very grateful to the referee for proper wording changes and 
helpful comments. 
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